
Artichoke technique: Cacti
Instructions No. 321

With fantasy and a few tricks, artichoke balls are transformed into unusual decorative objects. Thus the classic, which wrongly has a
somewhat "dusty" image, becomes highly topical again.

It's that simple:
Cut squares of fabric and fleece 8 x 8 cm, cut the fleece squares diagonally
to the triangle 

Fix one fabric square spread out with Pins on Polystyrene ball 
Fold four fabric squares 2 x diagonally to the triangle and pin them around
the square at two corners with the tip pointing upwards 
Fold the fleece triangles again and fix them staggered between the fabric
triangles 
Fold further sections of fabric in the same way and pin them staggered under
the last row. The upper tip will then always remain free.

Alternate fabric and fleece triangles for more volume. Continue to work to
the bottom of the ball. To finish, fold all four corners of a square to the
middle, turn and pin in place 

Wipe antique white Handicraft paint with a Paint sponge over the Terracotta-
pots and let them dry. Glue the artichoke balls to the pots with hot glue.
Single flowers from Remove the spring pick and attach to the "cactus" with a
Pin

Dear sewer, as fabrics are seasonal goods and we always want to have trendy fabrics in stock for you, it can happen that the sewn fabric is no longer in our
range.

In our fabric section you will find a large selection of great fabrics. Click here to discover all the fabrics.

This idea is timelessly beautiful!
Some Article are unfortunately no longer available 

But this idea is too good to withhold from you. We would be happy to continue to present it to you - let
yourself be inspired!

https://www.vbs-hobby.fr/en/fabrics-and-sewing-accessories/fabrics-a-z/
https://www.vbs-hobby.fr/en/fabrics-and-sewing-accessories/fabrics-a-z/


Article number Article name Qty
620062 VBS Steel pins, 18 mm, 50 g 1
378383-28 Fleece fabric "Antipeeling", uniGreen 0.2
600194 VBS Polystyrene ball, Ø 8 cm 1
600217 Polystyrene ball, Ø 12 cm 1
560085-81 VBS Craft paint, 50 mlAntique White 1
571647-09 Terracotta potsInside-Ø 9 cm, 10 pcs. 1
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